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History and meaning of the cuban flag

Around the world in 80 minutes! The combination of information about the flag of the nation, history, geography and current events provides an accurate snapshot of the evolution of each country In a short period of time this summary information with concrete facts will improve your overall understanding of the great countries of the WorldA useful educational
resource accessed from the Index You can go around the world in 80 minutes! The Cuban flag and the Nation We hope that presenting facts and information about the flag and the country of Cuba and the Cuban missile crisis and timeline provided a useful educational resource. To improve your knowledge of flags and vexiology, check out the Flag and
People Index even more and test your knowledge with our interactive, multifaceted, pictorial quiz Flag Trivia - it's fast and fun! The Cuban flag has roots originating in several countries. The story of its design is mythical, as is the case with the origin stories of many national flags. Love for the earth seems to inspire flag makers to create a symbol with deep
meaning for themselves and their compatriots. Origin Of The Cuban Flag U 1849 Venezuelan freedom fighter Narciso López was living in New York when he was struck by the inspiration to design a flag that would embody a free Cuba. He was suddenly woken up in the middle of the night and peeked out of his bedroom window. Through dawn, he saw a
triangle of red clouds. López could see the star Venus parting the clouds in the middle of the triangle. Clouds spread across the sky forming two white bands against the blue morning. He was excited and moved by the sight. The alternative origin for the flag is that it was inspired by the American flag. The colors on the flag also have the back story of the
ogrezla in meaning. The colors of the flag cuba is internally divided at the time of the creation of the flag, which is reflected in the three blue stripes. The white stripes are said to represent the purity of a free Cuba. The star was placed at the centre to represent a new state that was to become part of the United States. The Red Triangle represents a revolution
inspired by the French Revolution and the flag of that country. López hired a friend's wife to plant the first version of the flag. When he's done, López has vowed to fight for Cuba's freedom. Although his initial coup d'etat failed in 1850, he was still in power. The Constituent Assembly of the Republic of Cuba initially debated whether to select the López flag or
another flag based on the Chilean flag that would represent Cuba. Ultimately, they settled on the design you see today. Cuban legacy Finally, the Cuban war came to an end in 1902. Although López did not live to witness the Cuban flag over Havana, it represented the end of the struggle and the beginning of a new, free Cuba. The official design of the flag
was finalized in 1906. Of. Cuban flags are a nice and easy way to show your patriotism or simply show that you are a fan of geography. The flag even inspired the creation of the Puerto Rican flag in 1892. Cuban capital: HavanaArea cuba: 109,884 km2 or 42,426 square miCuban Moto: ¡Patria o Muerte, Venceremos! (Spanish) Homeland or death, we will
overcome! Official Language: Spanish Review our extensive selection of Cuban flags today by Amber Pariona on October 11 2017 in the World Facts Flag of Cuba. The official flag of Cuba has a red triangle, which occupies less than half of the flag and is located on the left. The point of this triangle extends into a field of stripes, of which 3 are blue and 2 are
white. A white star sits in the middle of a red triangle. The size of the national flag of Cuba must follow the ratio of width 1 to 2 widths and length. This size specification means that if the side with the red triangle measures 20 inches, then the length of the flag must measure 40 inches. In addition, the other 2 sides of the triangle must also measure 20 inches,
forming an equilibly shape. Each stripe has the same width, which is equal to the width of the flag divided by 5. The meaning of the Cuban flag Each of the shapes and colors on the Cuban flag has a certain meaning. For example, the three blue stripes should represent the original political departments to which the country was divided during its colonial
period. The two white stripes should symbolize the purity and strength of the struggle for independence from Spain. The red color of the triangle symbolizes the blood lost by individuals who fought for independence. Each side of the triangle signifies freedom, equality and fraternity. The star was originally included in the flag design as a way of demonstrating
its intention to become one of the states of the United States. Today it is said that the star represents solidarity and independence. The history of the Cuban flag The Cuban flag was designed by Miguel Teurbe Tolón, a Cuban poet living in New York. He developed the design with the help of Narciso López, a Venezuelan military general who was exiled from
Cuba for participating in the anticolonial movement. Emilia Teurbe Tolón sewed the first Cuban flag. López later took the flag to Cuba, when he attempted a coup against Spanish forces in 1850. The flag was first displayed in the city of Cardenas on 19 October 1945. Anti-colonialist rebels managed to gain control of the city, although an attempt to overthrow
the Spaniards was ultimately unsuccessful. In 1868, Cuba was the first state to do so. This year marked the beginning of the Great War, also known as the Ten Years' War. During that war, Cuba's Constituent Assembly held a meeting to determine which flag would be used to represent the country after independence. The ingredients ultimately chose a flag
designed by Teurbe and López, due to early participation in the Cuban independence movement. Cuba finally gained independence on May 20, 1902. On that date, Máximo Gómez, an army general, raised the Cuban flag at The Tres Reyes del Morro Castle in Havana to mark an important moment in Cuban history. In 1906, Cuba's first president officially
proclaimed this flag design a national flag of the country. Facts from the domestic world What does the Cuban flag look like? This page is part of © fotw flags of the world website Last modified: 2020-04-12 rob raeside keywords: cuba | Caribbean | Zvijezda | America | Links: FOTW Home | search | disclaimer and copyright | write to us | ogledala (1:2) slika
Željka Heimera, 11 Veljača 2007 Službeni naziv: Republika Kuba (República de Cuba) Glavni grad: Havana Lokacija: Karipska vlada Tip: Komunistička državna zastava usvojena: 20 svibanj 1902 Zastava Dizajner: Narciso López (1849) Grb usvojen: 24 Travanj 1906 ISO Code: CU Vidi također: Ostale stranice: Zastava Službena verzija kubanske vlade o
značenju oblika i boja kubanske zastave kaže da se plave pruge odnose na tri stare podjele otoka, dva bijela do snage nezavisnog ideala, crveni trokut označava jednakost, bratstvo i slobodu, kao i za podjelu krvi u borbi za neovisnost, a usamljena zvijezda simbolizira apsolutnu slobodu među narodima M.V. Blanes , 19 Febuary 2000 Nije li bilo tako, da je
zvijezda u kubanskoj zastavi, barem na početku, trebala postati jedna od zvijezda u zvijezdama i prugama ? Cubans at the time wanted to belong to the United States (at the end of the 19th century). Elias Granqvist, June 23, 2000 Crampton's 'World of Flags', 1990, features: The White Star (La Estrella Solitaria) represented a new state to be added to the
US. Red, white and blue also deliberately referred to the Stars and Stripes. (p. 32)) Eve Devereux, in: 'Flags, Illustrated Identifier to the Flags of the World', 1994, has: The ironic resemblance between the flag of the Lone Star of Cuba and the Stars and the stripes of its arch enemy, the US, is far from coincidental. The design can be traced back to 1849 and
General Narciso López (d. 1851), a Venezuelan filibuster who, living in the United States, was eager to liberate Cuba from the Spaniards and demand that his adopted country - hence one star, be added to the others. –p. 10) Jarig Bakker, 23 June 2000 from the album 2000. [pay00] - National Flag (CSW/CSW (1:2)) - Five striped blue-white-white-blue flags
with a red trawler on a crane with a white star at 8 p.m. Zeljko Heimer, June 3, 2001, as far as the Cuban flag is concerned, I saw many in South Florida and one on a Cuban cargo ship in the port of Toronto. The one on the freighter used dark blue paint. The ones I've seen here use medium to medium dark hue. I've never seen a Cuban flag in light blue. Al
Kirsch, July 3, 2001, according to Whitney Smith, there is no official specification of the shade of the blue Cuban flag. In Album des Pavillons I give as cca code 186c and 280c. Armand du Payrat, 4 January 2002 I want to point out that the true color of the Cuban flag is turquoise blue, not the ocean blue you show on your site. The reason why the color is
almost always ocean blue is pure, or unclean, commercial: flag manufacturers, perhaps non-Cuban, have found that it is cheaper to produce one instead of another. When seen in its true color, which represents our skies, the beauty of the Cuban flag can leave one breathless. Although you give precise measurements, your description is not truly official:
three light blue stripes, later changed to ocean blue. Changed? From whom? R. García Bárcena, May 6, 2002. The color of the blue field is indeed ocean blue as shown on our website. The probability that the flag they bought was manufactured in a foreign country is extremely small. I also have photographs taken in Havana by my mother showing the
Cuban national flag vertically displayed among a revolutionary motto painted on a wall in Havana, and here again the flag is ocean blue. Ivan Sache, May 6, 2002 Could it be that this tourqouise is blue old blue, as depicted in the old Cuban presidential flag, and the ocean blue we now have is a more modern blue? Manuel L. Quezon, May 7, 2002, if so, was
quite transiently blue, since Flaggenbuch had already made a clear distinction between the blue shades of the national and presidential flags. Otherwise, the current presidential flag remains turquoise blue. Ivan Sache, May 7, 2002, I believe that azul tiqui o azul marino should be translated to turquoise blue or navy blue. I translated the azul marino into a
navy blue that's more accurate than ocean blue. Refers to the same color using different names. Different shades of blue is problably due to flagmakers using turq. blue as indicated by their color charts, not by dark turq. blue (navy blue) which is intended. Marcos Obregon, 30 July 2002 La bandera de Cuba is prescribed in the Constitution as follows:
Capítulo I - Fundamentos Politicos, Sociales y Economicos del Estado Art. 2. Los símbolos nacionales sin los que han presidido por más de cien años las luchas cubanas por la independencia, por los derechos del pueblo y por el progreso social: la bandera de la estrella solitaria; el anthem de Bayamo; El escudo de la palm tree real. [Text from Georgetown
University's political database in &lt;www.georgetown.edu&gt;America] Chapter I - political, social and economic principles of state art. National symbols are those who presided over a hundred years in Cuba's struggles for independence, peoples' rights and social progress: the lone star flag; Anthem Bayamo; The royal palm shield. [After the translation given
by P. Vagnat &amp; J. Poels in the Constitutions - What do they tell us about national flags and the coat of arms [lime].] The text cited above comes from the Constitution 24. veljache 1976. &lt;/www.georgetown.edu&gt; &lt;/www.georgetown.edu&gt; The Constitution was amended in 1992, this text remained unchanged, but was moved to Art. Ivan Sache,
March 17, 2003 On the red triangle in the flag it is very similar to the typical Cuban country dress of red kerchief worn around the neck, which forms a triangle over the back of a white cotton or linnen shirt. Adding blue stripes to this very common image would create a flag. Cuban national bird, tokororo, sport red, white and blue feathers. Hiram Diaz, 11
January 2005 According to &lt;www.nacion.cult.cu&gt;, Cubans call their flag the Lone Star flag - just as Texans call their flag! Miles Li, 21 October 2006 Flag Act gives a detailed description of the flag: Law 42 on national symbols issued by the National Assembly of the National Authority in 1983 and published in Gaceta Oficial de la República de Cuba,
December 1983: [...] its shape is rectangular, twice the length of width, composed of five horizontal stripes that have all the same width, three deep blue and two white, set alternatively. Red equilible triangle, one of its vertical edges that occupies the entire height of the flag and makes its fixed edge. The triangle carries in its center a five-pointed white star,
inside an imaginary circle, the diameter of which is a third of the height of the flag, with one of its points towards the free upper edge of the flag. Source: Symbols of the Cuban nation's website. The same source makes recommendations for colors, according to Pantone system Blue /Red: RGB 002A8F CB1515 Pantone Coated Key # 2765 CVC Key # 186
CVC Pantone Process Key # 179-1 Key # 75-1 Pantone ProSim Key # 2765 CVP Key # 180 CV5 CVP Pantone Uncoated Key # 2748 CVU Key # 179 CVU Focol Tone Key # 7027 Key # 7017 HKSK - Key #15 K Toyota Color Finder - Key #0098pc Trumatch Key #38-a5 Key #6-a3 Ivan Sache, 11 February 2007 Woodson Rainey asked: I compare the flag of
Cuba to the flag of Puerto Rico on these pages. The flag of Cuba has a blue field that is clearly the equivalent triangle. Puerto Rico's flag has a blue field that looks like isosceli with two base angles larger than 60 degrees and extends in a banner dimension equal to 4 stripes. Is that true, or is this the illusion of printing/drawing? No, it is not a printing illusion,
however (and oddly enough), if they are drafted under the legislation both flags should actually have the same equivalent triangle on their crane (flag of Cuba under Law No.42 or 1983 and that of Puerto Rico under Law No 1 of 1952). Nevertheless, Puerto Rican laws appear to be ignored in practice, with the tip of the triangle only extending the flag's focal
point. Christopher Southworth, 15 July 2009 National Flag at the London 2012 Olympics Protocol Manual for the London 2012 Olympics (Flags and Anthems Manual London 2012 [loc12]) makes recommendations for national flag designs. Each NOC was sent a picture of the flag, including PMS shades, for their approval by Locog.
&lt;/www.nacion.cult.cu&gt;This was obtained, LOCOG produced a 60 x 90 cm version of the flag for further approval. So while these specifications may not be official, governmental, versions of each flag, they are certainly what the NOC believed to be the flag. For Cuba: PMS 485c red, 301c blue. The vertical flag is simply a horizontal version facing 90
degrees clockwise. Ian Sumner, 10 October 2012 A history of the flag from Baraklough and Crampton: Flags of the World (1981) [brc81]: A Venezuelan general, Narciso López, made 1848 the world's most famous flag. He was carrying the inscription 'La Estrella Solitaria' -'The Lone Star'-banner, the current flag of Cuba. (While he had important meetings
about the revolution, his wife bonded him). His attempt was unsuccessful; Cuba only became an independent republic in 1902, and López's flag was adopted as an official flag. The three blue stripes are symbols of the original three provinces. The triangle is a Masonic symbol, here it denotes freedom, equality and fraternity. Red is for blood sacrificed by
Cuban patriots. Jarig Bakker, &lt;kuba.sh.cvut.cz&gt;29. It was a hot day in New York and General Narciso López, of Venezuelan descent, joined the fight for Cuba's independence. Exhausted from planning everything that entailed bringing revolution to Cuba, he sat in a local park and quickly fell asleep. He was worried about coming to Cuba. He felt the flag
was necessary to add patriotic fervour to the venture. When he woke up in the park, the colors of the shining sky allowed him to imagine a would-be flag. Full of emotion, he went to his friend, poet and soon-to-be patriot, Miguel Teurbe Tolón, who incorporated Narciso's ideas and designed a flag later sewed by Emilio Teurbe Tolón. And so it was: three light
blue stripes, later changed to ocean blue, representing cuba's three sections at the time, western, central and eastern. Two white stripes representing the purity and justice of the motives of patriotic liberators. While the lone white star on the equilible red train represents the unity of our people on the blood shed by our revolutionary heroes. Dov Gutterman, On
January 9, 1999, when Cuba became independent from Spain on May 20, 1902, the Céspedes flag was officially marked with the flag of the city of his birth: Bayamo, Oriente, and the flag used to be Venezuelan- born, a Cuban patriot, Narciso López, was flying in the city of Cárdenas on May 19, 1850, officially marked as a Cuban national flag. In honor of
Cespedes and the courage of bayam residents, who burned the prosperous city to the ground during the 10-year war and moved to Forrest instead of handing it over to the Spaniards, Bayamo was declared a National Monument and from then on his name will continue with the initials M.N. for Monumento Nacional. Since Cuba gained independence from
Spain, the flag of Bayam &lt;/kuba.sh.cvut.cz&gt;cuban national flag at official ceremonies and events. Dr. Eladio José Armesto, 1 April 2002 Translated from Historia de la isla de Cuba Carlos Márquez Sterling, Manuel Márquez Sterling - History - 1975 - Page 77: Narciso Lopez, poet Miguel Teurbe Tolón, José Aniceto Iznaga Borrell, his nephew José Maria
Sanchez Iznaga, Cirilo Villaverde and Juan Manuel Macias, drew the flag of Cuba which is now the official flag: 2 white stripes, three blue, red triangles and a lonely star. With this flag, they swore to fight to the death until Cuba was independent. (1848) Jorge A. Iznaga y Diez, 6 September 2009, Prensa Latina agency, 18 August 2010, reports that Emilia
Teurbe Tolón, born in 1828 in Matanzas, died in August 1902 in Madrid, Spain. An extensive search conducted through the four-meters of Madrid allowed identification in April 2010 of Emilia Teurba Tolón's tomb in the cemeter of Nuesor Señor de La Almuden. Following the exhumation and transfer of the remains, Emilia Teurbe Tolón will be buried on
August 23rd at the Colón Necropolis in La Havana. The flag embroidered by Emilia Teurbe Tolón is kept at the Museum of the Revolution in La Havana. s-remains-found-in-madrid/ The Sea about Emilia Teurbe Tolón and the search for her remains. Ivan Sache, 22 August 2010 Construction sheet image by Zeljko Heimer, 11 February 2007 Construction
details are given next to the figure on album 2000 [pay00], giving the width of each stripe as 2, the length of the flag, therefore, as 20. The star is inscribed in a circle with a diameter of 3. Not indicated in the picture (not to overcomplicate it) is that the triangle is equivalent (this is shown in my image giving each corner 60 degrees) and the center of the circle
lining the star in the center of the gravity of the triangle (hence in crossing the bisector of the corners). Zeljko Heimer, 3 June 2001 Flaggenbuch 1939 [gfb39] gives a very detailed spec, but puts a star within an imaginary circle equal to 1/3 of the width of the flag, as opposed to 3/10 days in the Christopher Southworth album, 16 March 2004 However,
according to information on the symbols of the Cuban national website it appears that flaggenbuch from 1939. Željko Heimer, 11 February 2007. That was the information on our TV today, and a brief report showed pictures of the Cuban parliament in La Havana. Where two flags are displayed, both vertical, and both attached to a wall behind the honor
bleachers, where top officials sit. These flags where on both sides of the Cuban CoA, which was at the center of the wall. For to the right of the CoA (spectator to the left) was the Cuban flag, in vertical variation (I did not notice whether the star rotated or not, and on the other side, there was a vertical Céspedes flag. Jorge Candeias, June 27, 2002, an image
found by Ned also shows how the Cuban national flag appears when displayed vertically. Not surprisingly, it is also a simple rotation of the horizontal flag, therefore without the rotation of the star that could be hypothesized for this situation. Jorge Candeias, June 28, 2002. There is also a famous black-and-white photo of the revolution meeting given by the
three commanders, depicting the upper part of the vertical flag with unrorotated stars. The photo was taken by Raul Corrales, and the postcard showing it is titled: Tres Comandantes (Fidel, Camilo, Che). Cuba in 1959. The three commanders are Fidel Castro, Camilo Cienfuegos and Ernesto Che Guevara. Ivan Sache, 7 July and 13 August 2002, the huge
Cuban flag of Matanzas Juventud Rebelda, 27 January 2007, reports that a huge Cuban national flag completely covers the balcony of the Matanzas Museum Pharmacy, a city known as Cuban Athens and where the Cuban flag was first raised in 1850. The flag is 15.5 m x 1.5 m, and each stripe is made of one piece of fabric. The flag was reported by Dr
Maria María Dolores Figueroa, the first woman to be a chemist in Matanzas, and the wife of Ernest Triolet, the owner of the building. The flag was first displayed on the balcony on May 20, 1902 (the day the flag was adopted); Since then, every year (that is, for 105 years) it has been shown on 28 January (Cuban National Day). According to museum director
Marcia Brito, the flag is displayed only one day a year for preservation. Ivan Sache, 11 February 2007 Unidentified Cuban flag Can you help me identify this Cuban flag? It is a simple blue and white flag with five stripes, with a center of national weapons. Apartment, October 26th. Maybe it's a one-off podium or a wall hanging, or some similar kind of
decoration. Ned Smith, 27.
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